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UPD admits error in halting fund-raiser
Ity Kathy Dwyer
(may start writer
A university police officer acted incorrectly
in pickenting Spat tan Village residents from
charging tor ithal I Ian. a tee to park in their lots for
Satuiday ’s game at adracent Spartan Stadium,
said 1.
ei so% Po
(*tiler I .ew Schatz.
Spatial, %. Wage residents. in an attempt to
icular activities, cleared
estractio
nionc%
tor
raise
one pal k rig lot arl iacent to the complex.
Scei al residents opened the parkin!! lot to
the public at I I titt a in diarging S3 per space.
After the hist mar inlet paid for a spot. UPD Sgt.
Edwin Andel son said it was illegal to rent stateowned pink
spaces to benefit
Andel son on eatened to cite every car in the
lot not display mg a Spartan Village parking
sticker, said Mark C’oopei . iesident director of the
Village.
"Sgt. Anderson %%as misled when he approached the residents.- Schatz said. "Ile had
heen informed vtudents etc milting their parking

places for the day for their own (financial) benefit."
Anderson said that he was unable to comment. and referred all questions to Sella/.
"I explained the situation to Anderson. but
he refused to listen," Cooper said. "I told him we
had every right to raise money for the residents’
benefit, but he continued to harass us."
Schatz said UPD was misinformed about the
fund-raiser. "We were told students voitild be
renting out their individual parking spaces for
their own financial gain.’
Cooper organized the event and sought permission from Willie Brown, director of student
housing.
"We were attempting to raise money so we
could purchase new recreation equipment and
maybe even buy a jacuzzi for the complex." Cooper said.
"Anderson was extremely rude and harassed
the four of us (Village residents putting on the
mid -raiser).- he said.

Spartan Village residents received notes on
their doors days before the football game, asking
for their cooperation in moving their cars from the
Tenth Street parking lot.
"We figured we could have made at least
$250. We were originally going to charge $5 per
space, but lowered it to $3, when we realized that
the lot next to ours wasn’t full. and they were
charging $3:’ C’ooper said.
"In my opinion, the police were extremely
negligent. their responsibility is to support us. not
harass us.’’ Cooper said.
"We walked around after the game and
found that not one of the (221 illegally parked cars
had been cited," he said. "That really made me
mad...
"It’s unfortunate that we were misinformed," Sella& said. "I think it’s a great idea if
the student residents are going to benefit from it.’
Spartan Village residents plan to attempt to
open one of their parking lots again for this week
end.. homecoming game.

1Sgt. Edwin
Anderson) had been
informed students
were renting their
parking places for
the day for their own
(financial) benefit.’
Lew Schatz.
UPI) hal

Soviet
satellite
may land
early

The sportin’ pub

By Russ liaggerly
Daily staff writer
One of tvoi rhesus monkeys aboard
Cosnios ’87. the Soviet bio-satellite carrying
an experiment from which research material
will he sent to SJSU, has freed its arm from a
restraint and is disrupting equipment in the
monkey module.
The "problem monkey" is named
"Brosha." which translates to "Trouble Maker," said Diane Stanley. a public affairs
representative for the NASA Ames Research
Center at Moffett Field.
While the animal cannot get access to
any critical components of the space vehicle,
the Soviets are considering an early return to
Earth for the satellite.
"les not unusual hir (a monkey) to get
out of it, restraint -- they’re very. strong and
agile, Stanley said.

’Replacement football’
draws fans on Mondays
By Nelson Cardadiero
Daily staff writer
The little pigskin is once again crossing the Spartan Pub’s big-screen television
on Monda% nights.
After a one week hiatus. ABC’s
"Monday Night Football" returned to the
Pub with replacement football teams during
the strike
istopher Clai k. the Pub’s night super% isoi . said the tans came back too.
"
pretty crowded. Better than I
expected.- Clark said. "I’d say we were
about three-quarters full. 1.111 pretty pleased
with the turnout we had."
The pie% ions Monday. the Pub
showed the San Francisco Giants’ Western
division clinching victory over San Diego.

"The nionkey is pushing buttons in the
forward control section of that module."
said Diane Rausch, Soviet Desk Officer at
NASA Headquarters, Washington. D.C.
The reports about the problem are not
official. however. "Most of what we are
hearing is coming from Radio Moscow. not
See MONKEY . hack page

Between 50 to 75 people came to the
Pub to see the game last week. but the Pub
had a decrease of $5(K) in beer sales alone.
Monday night’s 49er game usually
brings a full house. but Clark was still
happy with the turnout. even though it was
lower than usual.
"It was an enthusiastic crowd and
they seemed happy." Clark said.
AFIC. as well as other networks that
televise the National Football League
games, has thought about pulling thi.
"scab" games off the air if the ratings are
not satisfactory.
"If that would happen. we would
probably hire a band, if time permitted."
See FOOTBALL, hack page

Giants’ fan Dino Stephanos, a senior in
international business. stands in the pub
and cheers his team to victory’ over the

Arnelita Manes Daily staff photographer
Cardinals. The best -of-seven series now
stands at I -I and resumes Friday night
at San Francisco’s Candlestick Park.

Pub-goers watch Giants shuffle Cards
Fly Nelson Cardadiero
Daity staff writer
SJSU students at the Spartan Pub during Wednesday’s lunch rush were far from
a Humni-drumni mood as the San Francisco Giants flew past the St. Louis Cardinals 5-0.
The most enthusiastic bunch were stationed right in the middle of the Pub. And
with them was a young man with a blue
cap.
"I’m a (Los Angeles) Dodger fan,"
said Bill Mori. a sociology major. "I’m a

temporary Cardinal fan for now."
SJSU graduate Toni Castellano took
the afternoon off to be at the Pub with his
friends.
"I want to be around all -Giants fans,’
Castellano said. "I want to see a Giant!
game with a rowdy bunch. Joe Castellano. Toni’s brother. flew in
froni New York so he could be at the Put
and go to the game on Friday.
"I’ve been a fan for 12 years," Joe
Castellano said. "If they make it to the Series, I’ll be back ."

Jini Lovett, a marketing maim, was
wearing his old-style Giants cap.
"I’ve been a fan all my life," LAP/en
said. "I don’t remember the ’71 playoffs.
so this is great.
"I hope they win it in five (games),
since
be there Sunday."
As a long-time Jeff Leonard fan,
Lovett bought a pitcher of beer to celebrate
Leonard’s fourth -inning solo home run.
"It would be a dream come true if he
received the (National League Champion -

Homecoming variety show
benefits S.J. food bank
By Kathy Dover
Daily staff writer
A variety show was put on
Tuesday night in the Morris Dailey
Auditorium by. %minus SJSU fraternities, sororities and one theater
group as part of Homecoming Week.
The Associated Students Board
of Directors sponsored the event
which featured various dance routines and skits.
Admission to the event was one
can of food. Food collected was donated to the San Jose Food Bank.
"About 300 cans were donated.
so at least that many (300) people
were present... f)alioild said.
"I don’t think we publicized
the event enough. so if people
showed up without a can (of food).
we allowed them to go anyway...
The show lasted about two

hours.
Barry Fleck and Shelley Sweeney from San Jose’s’ radio station
KWSS, served as masters of ceremony.
"The audience seemed to enjoy
all of the acts." Dahood said. "A
couple of problems did occur
though."
"I have a feeling we are going
to receive some complaints." Da hood said. "Many of the groups that
performed dance acts. handed us
tapes that were supposed to be a cue.
"Several times throughout the
night the tapes were not at the correct starting point, and it took about
15 seconds for the music to begin,"
1)ahood said.
"The groups would end up getting frustrated before the music
began. and once it did start. they

ship Series) MVP and the Giants went to
the Series," Lovett said.
Patrick Quinn isn’t drinking Budweiser this week because Anheuser-Busch.
makers of the beer, owns the Cardinals.
"We’re drinking Coors because Bud
is a Cardinal beer," Quinn said.
"I wanted to be near the Humm-Baby
figGiants’ fans." Chris Rosare said.
ured this is the happening place since it’s
next to the Will (normally called the Robert
See GIANTS, hack page

New law
will flush
long lines
Ity Brenda Tai Lam
Daily stall writer
Vv’hen you gotta go. you gotta go. Rut
K hen the line is out the door of the restrixim
and snaking around the corner. this can put a
damper on your predicament.
To solve the problem of long lines that
occur during peak hours. a bill WilS passed
and signed by. Gov. George Deukmejian last
month that requires equal numbers of restroom facilities for men and women in auditoriums. stadiums and other large capacity
buildings.
"The people who proposed the bill felt
the minimum number of toilets were not suf-,
heient enough." said Barbara Pluta, desigo
See Ft 4 TIIROOM. back page

Fullerton says fountain may be rebuilt

Mitch Dahood
. . /WM Homecoming King
were no longer prepared to perform:. he said.
The event was put on "mainly
for fun," but "it was nice to be able
to see the profits go to a good
cause," 1)ahimid said.

By Karen Derenzi
Daily staff writer
So the fountain saga continues. . .
The last time we left the fountain it was in front of Tower Hall
quietly awaiting a new filter system
which could cost SJSU between
$4,(KX) and $16.(XX).
There was also a problem with
liability. The university did not want
to incur legal costs from a person
falling and hurting themselves in the
fountain.
Now a new twist has presented
itself to this already complicated
story.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton
announced at her semimonthly news
conference Tuesday that she would
like to see the fountain rebuilt and
has talked to Associated Students
President Michael Mcl.ennan and
Executive Vice President Handel
Evans about the issue.

The new fountain
would have a hill of
gravel with water
cascading down its
sides.

getting in it.’
One of the major reasons the
fountain isn’t running is because
Dan Buerger. executive assistant to
the president, has said neighborhood
children were using the fountain as a
swimming pocil.

The new fountain would feature
a hill of gravel in the center with
water cascading down its sides, but
not sitting in the bottom, Fullenon
said.
"I guess that’s the new way of
doing fountains ’ McLennan said.
"We’ve discussed some of the "I wouldn’t discount the idea, but it
possibilities of putting some kind of might cost up to $30.(K)0."
The problem which will anse in
aesthetically pleasing fence around
building a new fountain is funding,
the fountain." McLennan said.
Fullerton mentioned a fountain although Fullerton remains optishe has seen in Washington. D.C. mistic that it can be done.
"If we could raise $12 million
which she found especially pleasing.
for the F.ngineering Building, maybe
"There is no wading poill,
Fullerton said. "It is attractive, but we can find someone to donate for
there is no problem with children the fountain," Fullerton said.
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Are men worthy of all this hate?
l’he most recent trend plastenng weeklies and &lin
mating talk shows is women’s incredible dissatisfaction
with men. According to the country’s most prominent re
porters, Cinderella doesn’t live happily eYer after. and
in a big v. ay
the garden of Eden has turned bitter
Men don’t conununicate. Men don’t understand
and men don t
initiating.
aren’t
Men
aren’t
giving.
Men
vacuum.

Charlotte
Banta

Never before has such a generalization been made.
and stereoty pes cast, as are being made through the
media on this latest craze. W’hat’s more pathetic than the
We are responsible tor our own happiness. and tor
idea of selfish men is the fact that so many oillell ate
convinced that the) have no hand in the matte’ ot un- our own unhappiness. Men do not ruin our lives. neither
Our non -directed and unchallenged selves
%%omen.
do
happy relationships.
do. all h) otii sel es. It seents the women polled. and perABC’s "20/20" headlined a snit y last fi iday night sons coiXlucting the polls, need to be reminded of this
about women and sex. reporting astounding sidosti,..,
tact Otherwise, what an utterly hopeless situation the
women unhappy with their mates Some 84 percent ot
ol Id V, OW he ill.
women surveyed in the report had dismal sex li y es.
What hOpe is there for the 84 percent blaming men
In its most recent issue. Time magazine touted the
iiirmoded relationships? Find the other 16 percent’s
media pack with a cowl story titled "Are women fed mates. Chances are they would fail in those relationships
up?" The article outlines Shere Hite’s popular sex poll.
because it is not the person; it is whats brought to
To say that Hite is slightly slanted toward insecure and too.
the party.
whinny women is a grave understatement. Hite would
Time reports Hite’s findings show that "95 percent
make a great divorce attorney for women. There are no
of the women ill the study reported forms of ’emotional
two sides to these sad stories.
and ps)Lhological harassment’ from the men they love.’
Time reminded readers that Hite made a cool $2.5 Women had better re-examine the man they love to demillion on "The Hite Report: A Nationv,itle Study on termine whether abuse fits int() their lifes plans.
Female Sexuality" 11976) and "The Hite Report on
People have options. Women have options and
Male Sexuality- I 1981i. W’hile there’s nothing yyrong needn’t settle toi things that are destroying them "emowith inarketing a good idea, this figure proves y ast foltionally and ps)chologically.- Options aren’t always
didn’t the spellej
lowing for non-assuniable responsibility
out. and sometimes need to be researched. how poll ask one final question to unhappy toyer.. Who’s uliCVO’.
Ornately responsible for your happiness! .’
Hite reports that 70 percent of women surveyed and
The whole issue is scary. When asked the question. married five years or niore revealed involvement in exus
It’s
men’s
"It’s
not
who’s to blame. Hite told Tinie.
trantantal affairs because of the need for "emotional
attitude toward women that are causing the problem."
closeness... wrote Time. This certainly is an option. and
Really scary.
a workable one for many. But it was of their chosing. not
Heaven torbid it citizens a little more y illnerable to a forced act because of an unequipped male.
society’s attitudes. such as children. get v ind ot this
I .et s get back to psychology I A and remember who
mass projection of low self-esteem. Psychologists haw
di emotions It:aline to controls our lives. Statistics of inadequate partners and
reported that high h 1 stu-en.s.
unhappy
wonien are useless. But then a poll on ultimate
Stlidde ate those of low self-image and a belief that they
responsilnlits isn quite
glamorous. is
have no other options

LEADEIZS1-11P

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear from
readers. Your ideas, comments, crityou our
icisms and suggestions are encouraged. By listening to our readers we can better serve the campus
community’.
Letters to the editor can be on any topic. However, personal attacks and letters in poor taste will
not be published. All letters may be edited for
length or libel, and the Daily reserves the right to
limit the number of letters on a given topic after a
sufficient amount of comment has appeared.
Letters must bear the writer’s name, major,
phone number and class level. Phone numbers and
anonymous letters will not be printed.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the second floor of Dwight Bente! Hall, or to the Student
Union information desk.

Letters to the Editor
well-behaved. If One Step Beyond is setting a trend.
may it continue!
Editor,
Mary Jane Dulleck
I believe the Spartan Daily made an oversight when
t ’nelassified Graduate student
it failed to cover the Level 42 concert at One Step Beyond Tuesday night last week It %as iny first trip out Food follies at Spartan Stadium
there with friends. and it was IA ell vorth it.
duo,.
Level 42 recently opened tOr Math v.iia on her ’,Wilv. as one the tails who attended Saturday’s ttxitmer tour. and I feel they. are good enough to hay e some- ball game against Cal Scale Fullerton.
one openm for them. They have excellent songs and tight
As is my usual practice, I packed my small ice chest
musiicianship. yet enough spontamety to flew fun to with sandwiches. drinks and fruit to eat while watching
watch.
the game since I don’t usually tailgate before the game
Such was the case Tuesday. night. Toward the end starts.
of their show, I worked my way up to the front and got to
As I was about to enter the stadium, and to my sursee what I could already. hear. The sound wasn’t pain- prise, I was informed that food. drinks or any containers
fully loud and everyone
on stage and oft
had a were no longer allowed to be brought inside Spartan Stagreat tinie. Nothing was oYerdone. and \ Ink King’s dium.
commanding lead with his bass was incredible. He didn’t
Why. I asked?
hog the stage and more than capahl) assisted his fellow
"Because we are trying to increase the revenue
group members when their tum came.
froni these games, sorry... was the answer.
In all. it was refreshing that I.evel 42 chose a venue
As I contemplated my next move. I noticed a Mclike One Step Beyond. 1 believe the Daily should com- Donalds’ child meal pack in the bottom of a box placed
mend them as well. The price was fair and the people for the destruction of outside foods.

Level 42 deservinTof Daily coverage

My statement and question is: How can they get
away with this and who is responsible for the search and
seizure activity?
I have been a season -ticket holder since I began attending SJSU. anti this has never happened. I believe we
are owed an explanation and a reversal of this prohibition. If the administrators of Spartan Stadium wanted to
increase their revenues. find another way other than
making the students. alumni and fans pay high prices for
flavorless fixid.
In conclusion. this shows the stupidity of SJSU’s
administration when they will throw away a child’s
lunch and sell an intoxicated person another beer.
I may have had my last beer spilled on me and my
friends by a drunken fixil at a Spartan game.
Robin C. Embry
Senior
Recreation management

Steamed at ’esteemed’ columnist
Editor,
It is quite difficult for me to describe the emotions I
felt when I opened the Spartan Daily on Oct. 5 to find yet
another article by the "esteemed’. journalist Dave Lan son. In his latest article. he was "set loose" to attack the
Armed Forces.
Lanson wrote that the Navy still uses bread and
water rations to punish misbehaving sailors. True. but he
overlooked the fact that the other 99.99 percent of America’s Armed Forces are well behaved. as well as being
the best fed and equipped military organization in the
world.
Lanson also seems to have a problem with drug testing in the military. I do not. Any meniber of the military
must be in control of their minds - - yes. soldiers do
have minds and are allowed to use them 24 hours a
day. Anyone "under-the -influence" could be the cause
of serious problems.
Lanson lent hiniself to rumor-mongering when he
wrote about the "well known story" of the sailor who
was "placed on trial for damaging government property- after he fell asleep sunbathing. Please excuse my
ignorance. but who is this man? I do not remember hearing about this in the media. When did this happen. and
what was the result of the trial’?
Furthemiore. I am hardpressed to believe that an
employer will frown upon an applicant who states he/she
was formerly in the military. The military allows one to
mature and build character. as well as teaching responsibility and leadership skills.
Is there anything about the United States of America that Lanson likes. even remotely’? If not. I sincerely
hope he finds someplace more suitable to his tastes. I
suggest someplace a little colder. a bit north and in the
Eastern Hemisphere.
Frank R. (4)mez
Sophomore
Biology

Neal should pay attention to detail
Editor,
Please send (Daily cartoonist) Sheila Neal back to
grammar school to learn denientary English usage. She
is writing for a college -level publication, and should remember that. Or tell her to proofread more carefully.
These errors are disgraceful.
ilDnowwwwwww-eworizar,
ANO

C.456 JUDGe BORK IS REFLY369 CONFIRMAT1014

Rosemarie Rem
Craduate student
I Abrary Science

College benefits
worth hassles
Have you ever asked yourself the question,
’Why did I decide to go to college?’ I’m sure you
have at one time or another. With all the sacrifices
one has to adjust to. it’s no wonder why some
would-be college students change their minds.
Yes. for those of you who do not realize it.
going to college means a change of lifestyle.
Just look around you when you move into your
dorm or apartment. Your mother is no longer
around to tell you "dinner’s ready." or ask you
"Do you have any colored clothes you want
washed."
All of sudden, you are faced with reality: You
have to decide whether you’re going to attempt the
task of cooking. eat in the Dining Commons, or
live off TV dinners or fast-ftxxl restaurants.
For some men and women, c(x)king is as easy
as pie. But for some of us who have just picked up
our first cookbook and measuring cup in our life.
the thought of attempting to cook is terrifying.
Have you ever rushed home because a special
occasion came up and you needed your best outfit
washed. only to remember your mother wasn’t
around to wash it’? I bet this sounds familiar

Some men who always wondered how their
moms were able to get their clothes so clean. will
now have the chance to find out.
"Hum. is it one cup or two for every load?"
and, "I guess it’s all right to wash the colored
clothes with the whites, are some common questions some men ask themselves when it comes to
doing the laundry.
Not only is your mother not around to tend
your needs, but your best friend isn’t there either.
The person you couldn’t wait to tell what you
did over the weekend or who you met at a party is
suddenly miles away from you. Unless one lives at
home with their parents, the good conversations
one once shared with friends over the phone and in
person will probably be limited to a once a week
phone call.
All of a sudden. you realize that you can no
longer go to the movies every weekend or go on a
shopping spree every nionth because your full-time
check has been cut to a part-time check because of
school.
One may read this and wonder if there is anything good about going to college. Well. I can only
say yes.
Going to college gives one the opportunity to
loin several clubs and organizations of your choice.
One can learn how to work together with people as
a group and build life-long friendly relationships
with several people.
Meeting new people from various ethnic backgrounds is another advantage to college. Surrounding oneself with a variety of people enables one to
leam many new styles and customs of living that
are beneficial to the personal development of everyone.
If one is a lover of sports, college is one place
where one can usually find a game of some type to
go to, or a sport to get involved in.
les exciting to attend one’s college football
games and cheer on the team. Attending some
sporting events is also a way of riding oneself of the
stress that comes from studying for midterms or
work.
Perhaps the best thing about going to college is
. being able to qualify for graduation and being better
prepared for a job in one’s field of expertise.
Last, hut not least. going to college and finishing gives one a real gitod feeling about oneself
because one has finished something they started.
Sure those tests. homework assignments. and
financial pressures can get to one sometimes. Rut in
the long run, it’s worth it.
So the next time you are faced with the question. "Why did I decide to go to college’!" think
about all college has to offer and I’m sure you’ll
say,’ I made the right decision."
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A brief look at off-campus news

L.A. gets aid
after big quake

Survivor Eddy Ventura. 39, said 168 Domin
icans crowded onto a 50-foot wooden boat about 4
a.m. Tuesday that was to smuggle them to -Puerto
Rico, the more prosperous U.S. commonwealth 100
miles across the shark -infested Mona Channel. at a
cost of $300 to $500 per person.
By Wednesday afternoon, 32 people had been
rescued, said hospital officials in Nagua and Cabrera
on the northeast coast of the Carribean nation. which
shares the island ot Hispaniola with Haiti.
Officials put the number of passengers at It/0 to
150 anti said about 30 people probably made it to
shore but fled to avoid arrest.
An official aboard a plane that tlew over the site
Tuesday, estimated the herd of sharks at "more than
40."
"People signaled to us with their hands to please
help them, but in our little plane we could do nothing." he said.
"When I savk the overturned hull. there were
survivors on top of it and swimming next to it. A rev,
minutes later we could see the sharks attacking
them... said I.uis Rolon Nevarez, 6%11 defense director for Puerto Rico and one of the plane., passengers.
One official criticized the Dominican armed
forces for not sending helicopters immediatelyr and
not asking the U.S. Coast Guard for assistance. On
Wednesday. the Dominican government asked the
U.S. Embassy for help and a Coast Guard helicopter
from Puerto Rico was dispatched.
Ventura said the wooden boat started shipping
water as soon as it left Death’s Head Beach in Nagua.
"even though we were bailing it out with cups
A plank attached to the prow gave %sax three
miles offshore. water flooded in and the boat "sank
rapidly he said.

LOS ANGELES (API -- Earthquake -ravaged
homeowners welcomed a presidential disaster declaration Wednesday and recovery efforts gained niomenturn with the announcement that several schools
and a college closed after last week’s temblor would
reopen.
President Reagan declared a major disaster in
Southern California, ordering federal aid for temporary housing and opening the way for grants and low interest loans for reconstruction of homes and businesses.
Reagan’s signing of the emergency order makes
Small Business Administration loans available to
homeowners whose property was damaged by the
quake and its aftershocks.
Meanwhile, officials in communities throughout
the Los Angeles area continued to add to their estimates of damage wrought by the Oct. 1 earthquake.
which measured 6.1 on the Richter scale, and by a
large aftershot:k Sunday. The quake and aftershock.
both centered about 10 miles east of downtown Los
Angeles, combined to kill seven people and damage
more than I 0.6(X) buildings.
Damage from the initial quake is estimated conservatively at $125 million, but the total will grow as
inspections continue and figures from aftershocks are
added. said Cindy Kawano of the state OlTice of
Emergency Services.
The most recent sizable aftershock was a 3.0magnitude tremor at 4:35 p.m. Tuesday the 26th
of magnitude 3 or above and
scientists say small
shakers will likely continue for weeks. The gtxxl
SAN.TA CLARA t AP) -- A Santa Clara Municnews is that current geological knowledge indicates ipal Court jury found
engineer innocent of a misdethe worst is over.
meanor charge of cutting in line at Great America
"The likelihood of another major aftershix:k is Park - case the jury foreman
labeled "garbage...
extremely remote at this point," said seismologist
Fomier defendant David Jackson was prosecuted
Nancy Durland at Pasadena’s California Institute of in a two-day
trial on a charge ot iiiiiiping into line out
Technology, the prime monitoring agency for the re- of turn at the amusement park on
April 18.
gion.
The 32 -year -old man %vas arrested and could
have. if convicted. faced up to six months in jail and a
$1.(00 fine. He was exonerated Tuesday.
Jackson, a Lockheed Missiles & Space Co. emsArrro DomiNG0, Dominican Republic ployee. is the first to F2,11 to trial under the ordinance.
Refugees from a sinking boat thrashed said to be the fir.t ot its kind in the country.
(API
"I don’t krirm hy we’re wasting our time and
wildly in bloody water to fend off more than 40 frenzied sharks, but officials flying above them could do taxpayers nione. prosecuting this kind of garbage.
Gerald Faerber. any toreman, said, calling it a " nnothing to save them, authorities said Wednesday.
Estimates of the number of people killed Tues- diculous" effort when telons were being released
early
because California tails are overcrowded.
day when the overloaded boat capsized ranged from
Jackson, taking the tirst step toward a possible
70 to nuire than 10. Officials said some of the missing may have made it to shore and fled: many bodies lawsuit against the cit twer the arrest, filed a claim
for $1 million. He said he would ask for a jury trial
were expected to surface later.

’Cutter’ found innocent

Sharks attack refugees

For the Record
The Spartan Daily
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signi want error brought to an
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lf you notice something
which you know is incorrect.
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Quintet to play at SJSU
By Charlotte Banta
Deity staff writer
Drummer Tony Williams and
his quintet will perform contemporary acoustic razz tonight in SJSU’s
Music Building Concert Hall.
Presented by the Associated
Students Program Board and KSJS,
the group is presently’ on a x odd
tour. which includes stops in South
America, Europe and Japan.
Williams’ music is described as
a high energy, complex and artist],
form of fusion. with Williams ha
ing an original approach to the
drums.
He regrouped his recording career in 1985, after putting it on hold
for more than five years. Williams
signed with Blue Note Retold.,
where he assembled his album.
"Foreign Intrigue," which was
completely written by the drunimer.
Williams then formed a permanent quintet, including trumpeter
Wallace Roney, pianist Mulgrev,
Miller, bassist Charnett Moffett and
saxophonist Bill Peirce.
In June 1986 the group toured
across the United States and. in November, developed Williams next
album. "Civilization."
Along with development on his
own albuni. Willianis has also lent
his time and talent to other projects.
He recorded on Johnny Lydon’s latest project. "Pil..’ helped uith
Miles
Yoko Ono’s "Starpeace.
Davis’ "Sun City.... and assisted
with pianist George Cables. jazz

albuni. "Phantom 01 The City
He has worked on a film in
Paris about expatrita American jazz
musicians called, "Round Midnight."
Student tickets are available for
$7 and $9 at the door. and general
tickets are available for $9 and $11
at the door
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SJSU President Gail Fullerton
will be the guest speaker at Faculty
Booktalks at noon today at the Uni\ ersity Club. located at Eighth and.
San Salvador streets. Call David
McNeil at 277-2595 for information.
The Institute of Industrial Engineers will have its club meeting from
12:30 to 1:30 p.m. today in the Engineering Building, Room 337. Call
Troy Ward at 370-0612 for information.
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turing Supervisor I)ianne Alt:Kenna
at 8 p.m. today in the Student ’mon
Umunhum Room Call John Hjelt at
28(1-7225 for information.
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The A.S. Pi Tram Board will
feature premiete razz drummer Tony
Williams in ,iiih:ert at 1.1:15 p
today in the \hod,- Building Concert
Hall. Admission ,,
he charged.
(.all Dan Tatterst !cid at 277-2S07 for
information.
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The Re -Entry Club will hold a
The School of Ftiginceling will
support gmup from 12:30 to 1:30 hold an information
ie,2,iitip.m. today in the Student Union Pa- ing the extension ot deadline tor
checo Rtxnn. Call Lee Shatto at 37change of maw! petitions at p
2344 for information.
tomorrow in Engines:ling Building.
Room 32h. C’all Robert Romig at
CESA will hold a seniinar on 277-2475 for information.
expert systems at 1 p.m. today in the
Student Union Costanoan Room.
The theatre arts department will
Call Ted Kong at 996-1948 for infor- have guest lecturer Neil Freeman
mation.
present a special Shakespeare text
analysis from 3:30 to r, 40 p.m. toThe Chicana Alliance will hold morrow in Hugh Coll!, Hall. Studio
a meeting fnmi 1:30 to 2:30 p.m. Theatre. C’all Allan s ar ‘
’763 for
today in Wahlquist I.ibrary Central. information.
Room 209. Call Patricia Loredo at
277-3106 for information.
Sigma Delta Chi. the Society of
Professional Journalists will have a
meeting at 2 p.m. today in Dwight
Bente! Hall. Rooni 101. Call Carl
Scarbrough at 973-9429 for information.

,
* * I -I.

The Christian Science Organization will hold a testimony meeting
at 3:3 p.m. today in the Student
Union Pacheco Room. Call Tiffany
Cooper at 245-2389 for information.
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The math anti computer science
department will have a colloquium
featuring speaker Marcus B. Marsh
from California State University.
Sacramento. He will speak at 4 p.m.
today in MacQuarrie Hall. Room
324. Call Hugh Edgar at 277-2401
for information.
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ENINSULA
UTOMOTIVE

The physics department will
feature Prof. Brian Holmes as it,
guest speaker at 4 p.m. today in So
ence Building, Room 258. Call Dr.
Boekema at 277-9288 for infornia
tion.

COMPLETE LINE OF STOCK & CALBUG PARTS
VW BUG

The Gay and Lesbian Alliance
will hold a meeting on peer counseling from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. today in
the Student Union Almaden Rtxxn.
Call James at 263-2312 or Kathleen
at 279-3924 for information.
Spartan Oriocci will have
general meeting at 7:30 p.m. today
in the Student Union Almaden
Rooni.
The Campus Democrats will
hold a forum on transportation fea-
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Stephanie Vernon. R I
644 N. Santa Cruz Ave.. Suite #8
los Gatos. CA 95030

.454-1877

For quality, a wide
selection and pricesi..,
you can sleep with.
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The A.S. Program Board Presents
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Tony Williams
Bill l’ierce

.06

Charnett Moffett
Wallace Roney

S cl’"

Mulgrew Miller

i5a1

Presents

Rock & Roll &
Rhythm & Blues
Dancing Nightly
Monday Night Football
25( pizza 25( hotdogs 50( beers

Video Arcade with Electronic
Basketball. Plus much more!
307 Orchard City Drive, Campbell 374-4000

with
’1111 IW(11)(

Quintet
kSTERS

Thursday, October 8, 8:15 p.m.
SJSU Music Building Concert Hall
7th and San Carlos St
Tickets:
SJSU Students: $7 advance, $9 door
General: $9 advance, $11 door
Tickets Available @:
ASBO Business Office
Bass Ticket Outlets
San Jose Box Office, Further Information: 277-28(17
Funded by the Associated Students
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Cox survives tough inner-city life
fly lircitt Ainsworth
Pally staff writer
It wasn’t necessarily the wrong
side of the acts. vs heie (ireg Cox
grew up
but sou wouldn’t need a
calculatoi to tally its similarities with
neighborhood.
"The Ilea
ho stmt. at the rover po
Co v
of safety and
sition
on the SP.& football
team. hails trom innei .ity Columbus. Ohio. Granted. Columbus isn’t
as gnarly as the guts ot Detioit or
East Oakland, hut it V. gIS rough
enough to keep all lists ...len, lied
Somehow . Cos sins iv ed his
no
Cal\
I
turbulent .u.o.escent
thanks to busing A controverial sysdisII II than ‘.1:11g
tem thrt/Ugh Vg.
tricts shuttle students into unfamiliar
regions in order acheive a desired racial nits Cov said III1,111g was the
primary loot of C’oluilibus. youth-Mt:dialed troubles.
lt got pretty rough at times."
he said -livery school was like 6001 black students
40 in ill
to white students, Kids from the
suburbs were getting bused downtown and some from the inner city
got bused out. Nobixly wanted to
teach there
Coy received an up -close -and personal introduction to racial tension. White kids ricked fights with
black kids and v ice v ersa.
.Nohody vy anted to go to
school ss here thc. cren.1 s
he said. "We had some so mu, sail
and pepper’ fights Ev en. one had an
older brother or a cousin that would
stick up tor them. and the nest thing
(Ill
t: got a huge braw I
you k
-There were ignIt.m. ht!ll 11) (II
40 guy were fighting, w ith 10(1 peo
ple watching. And everyone knew
when there was a fight Everyone
would stay after school to watch.
There were police in helicopters and
on the roofs That stuff tripped me
out. It was serious "
solidly -built specimen
Cos.
who looks like he could hold his own
against 1 he Junkyard Dog. leads on
to hello,: he could have easily been
one ,it tInise troublemakers. How ev-er. he said he was more of a spectator than a participant in the brawls.
But sports. the claimed great
eselipe tor many lamous "dov.intow n -bred’
city
athletes. also
helped the promising young ball
player shun the gang life
And that wasn’t an easy task.
Early on, Cox had to cony ince his
parents that football was the game
taylor-made for his temperament .
"When 1 was five. my morn got
me a baseball mitt," he said. "She

didn’t want me to play Itiornall. Hut
I hated it. I
I sucked at baseball
just finally told my. mom I was going
to play football.’
It started from Pop Wilmer ball,
where Cov discovered his talent as a
running hack and safety’. At Walnut
Ridge High School. it WW1 his athletic pursuits that kept Cox from participating in the altercations at
school.
" All my buddies were wrestlers
and football play els," he said. "We
were rowdy enough ourselves that
we didn’t have to mix it up in those
fights. I don’t think people wanted to
mess with us."
Nobody wanted to mess with
Cox when he starred for Hartnett
College in Salinas during the 1982

.

Greg Cos
Defensive back

and 1983

seasons. Without the
grades to attend Ohio State or another Midwest grid power. he joined
the move
several other Ohioans
West because he heard about the
high caliber of Califonnia JC football.
Most of the transplants flunked
out after one season, and Cox, who
eamed his conference’s Most Valuable Player award, came close to
joining his pals when subpar grades
endangered his chance for an athletic

Spartan coaching staff seems to have
scholarship.
"My last semester there 1 took remedied the problem with a modsix classes, worked. ran track and ified outlook.
"For me, it means less action
surfed twice a day. Somehow I
where the ball is and more one-onpassed and got my AA degree.
Upon joining the Spartans. Cox one with receivers," Cox said.
spent one season as a redshirt. But "What they’re trying to do is get me
since then, just like his high school one-on-one to take me out of the run.
and junior college days, ftxaball Puss coverage is fine, but I like to be
teams are still reluctant to mess with where the action is every play."
Edwards. who retired last year
Cox. He is now one of the premier
defensive players in the Pacific after long and successful NFL caCoast Athletic Association. A sec- reer, knows the feeling. But self-disond -team All-PCAA choice last cipline. he said. is the key. And it’s
year, Cox led the Spartans with 98 a character trait Cox needs to works
tackles during last year’s conference on.
"(Greg) walks that fine line,"
and California Howl championship
Edwards said. "He still has a lot to
season.
The 6-foot. 2I6-pounder is still learn. As great as a player that he is,
wreaking havoc upon those who dare he still needs to gain more discipline
challenge
him. Cox can keep in himself.
to
"I’m a coach, but Cni not just
stride with the fleetest of receivers
and take on a pulling guard.
trying to coach football. I’m trying
Hemian Edwards, SJSU de- to make these players into better cititensive backs’ coach, commends his zens. I’m trying to instill some
versatile understudy for his on -field things that I learned a while back. I
talents. Rut Edwards has played the took a rough road myself."
role of a sociologist trying to underFaced to compare Cox with the
stand what drives his starting rover.
49ers* Lott. Edwards said the physi"When you’re young. your up- cal similarities are there.
bringing has a lot to do with funning
"Greg is from that kind of
your personality." Edwards said. "I mold," he said. "He can force the
think he plays hard because he grew. run and cover a tight end on a pass
up in that kind of environment. He route. Greg’s covering slot receivers
doesn’t play with a lot of discipline now and that’s even harder."
Edwards. however, added that
yet, but that’s his character. Greg’s
the type that gives 110 percent, and one can’t survive on physical tilois
you can’t ask for anything more than alone.
that."
"The main thing is that he has
The Spartans’ defensive suc- to get his priorities straight. We talk
cess last year came partially from the a lot about it. Im pretty sure that he
element of surprise. Now, that stan- will."
Cox’s coach predicted that the
dard is obsolete. SJSU’s 1987 foes
know what to expect -- an eight - senior rover would continue his caman stampede. Cox surprised nu- reer next year with a professional
merous opponents with his horren- team. Again. Edwards preached that
dous hits, but his role has evolved life in the big leagues is no dream
world.
along with the system.
"I think his career won’t end
The 1986 philopphy was generally "live by the blitz and die by here -- he’ll be playing on Sunthe blitz." Cornerbacks had trouble days," he said. "Hut up there (in the
handling one-on-one coverage with NEL). they don’t tolerate the fine receivers. and sometimes got out - liners. Greg is still learning his limsprinted on long tiombs. Now, the its, but he’ll eventually conquer.

Joe Gosen Dady stafl photographer
Greg Cox (1.) jarring the ball loose in Saturday’s game
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Typsetting
Macintosh
Stats
Copies
Printing

Mariposa Gardens STORE HOURS

2666 Homestead Rd.
Santa Clara

Macintosh $7.50/hr.
Laser Copies 50C
Copies 31/2c
Free Pick -tip & Dcli
Wilt.

COPYLAND

971-2722

971-3278

1893 W San Carlos
Away from Downtrwn Traffic

.Assorted Knits, Wovens, Cotton Sheeting.
.Nine different styles to choose from.
.Black, Khaki, Olive, Peach, Red. S -M -L.

How Do You Get
10 Million Bytes Free?

KAMIKAZE
THURSDAYS!

Talk to your Kaypro-fessional at Griffon
Kaypro has added 10 million bytes
of storage capacity to the hard drive
Kaypro P. C. - but not one penny to
the price. That means IBM compatibility, American -made durability, and
the convenience of a 30 -megabyte
hard drive.
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Spartans bow out to Stanford
liy !lolly Olsen
Daily stall writer

The Spartans lost to fourth ranked Stanford in a non-league volleyball match Tuesday night.
Earlier this week volleyball
coach Dick Montgoniery stated that
his main concern over SJSU’s match
with the Cardinal would include the
question of whether the team could

Volleyball

Brian Baer

Special to the Spartan Daily

Barbara Higgins i I.) and Gina Watson Nock a Stanford shot during
Tuesday night’s match.

"physically
handle
Stanford...
Tuesday night’s match may have answered Montgomery’s question.
SJSU fell by a score of 15-13 in
the first game. came back to win
15-4 in the second. then dropped two
more games 15-4 and 15-7.
The Spartans’ offense seemed
efficient in the first two match games
but not enough to dominate Stanford.
The Cardinal led with 25 kills
against SJSU’s 18 in the first game
then fell hehind 10 kills to Spartans
14.
Seniors Gina Watson and Barbara Higgins have been leading the
team all season in kills but their hitting suffered substantially in this
match.
Watson’s
percentage
dropped from .343 to .242.
SJSU’s strategy worked well in
the first two games. using short and
center-of-the -net sets to pmduce
some good short shots and line hits
that Stanford couldn’t get to.

Locy named player of the week
By Brent Ainsaorth
Daily staff writer
SJSU quarterback Tony 1.0c),
who spelled fellow signal caller
Mike Perez in last week’s 46-19 victory over Cal State Fullerton. has
been named Pacific Coast Athletic
Association "Offensis e Player of
the Week."
Locy. a senior frtim Anaheim.
completed I I’ of 16 pdsses foi I 9:’

Football notes
yards and two touchdowns. His first
scoring pass was a 58-yard strike to
Willie McCloud. the team’s longest
play from scrimmage this year.
It was the second such PCAA
honor for Locy, who started two
games in 1986 and completed 67
percent of his passes. He earned the
award last year for it fine performance in his first start (22 ot 13. 278
yards, two TI)s), also agam.1 Cal
State Fullerton.

I’lgla c"d Rill klaIllO is iect,
ering quickly from his shoulder-joirit
sprain and is listed as possible.
Those listed probable tOr Saturday’s
game include linebacker Bill Alcantara (ankle). defensive tackle John
Pukini (shoulder) and wide receiver
Kenny Roberts (ankle).
Fornter Spartan offensix e lineman John Aintonetti. a replacementteam guard for the Kansas (7ity
Chiefs. was arrested Tuesday and
charged with disorderly conduct.
Aimonetti. an honorable mention All -America choice last season

The match was non -conference
but assistant coach John Corbelli
feels that was "still no excuse to

With a lead of 4-0 in the second
game and the ball on Stanford’s side,
junior Kari Roberson came in for a
kill to gain the sideout. The Spartans’ offense dominated from there
stealing a quick three points mostly
out of the Cardinal errors. Stanford
had 10 hitting errors to SJSU’s two.
Although the victory fell into
the hands of SJSU in the second
game. a dark cloud entered the
Men’s Gym in the third.
Offensively the Spartans’ hitting percentage of .258 was no comparison to Stanford’s .640.
The Cardinal was fired -up at
the onset of game three producing
consecutive power hits that gave
them a quick lead of 8-0.
"It appeared going into the
third game that we were intimidated
and lacked intensity and desire to
potome
Hot
-west
win," Montgomery
said. "We lost
all movement in both the third and
fourth games."
"Our lack of communication is
what tore us apart in the third
game," said Spier. "Our biggest
downfall as a team is that when

play as poorly as we did
"Stanford was a v, in sAt: could
have easily gotten with a little bit ot
effort and determinatiim,’’ Corbelli
said.
"We were a strong moving
team earlier this season. hut we have
allowed ourselves to lose our
game," said Montgomery. "We
have lost all our momentum."
SJSU play at Fresno State tonight. The Spartans defeated the
Bulldogs 3-0 on Sept. 18. But Montogmery expects tonight match to be
tougher.
"Fresno State always plays us
tough at their gym." Montgomery
said.

HOMECOMING

Sat. Oct. 10th
KICKOFF 1:30 P.M.
vs. New Mexico State

Heisman Trophy Candidate
Mike Perez

Tailgate parties start @ 9: 30 AM

(LIVE BANDS)
Free mini football with this AD. Limit
one football per person SJSU
ticket office only.
Tickets Available at Athletic Ticket
Office & A.S Business Office in the
Student Union.

AT

40i.docite\’:.0-’

FOR ALL TICKET
INFORMATION
Group/Corporate
Facu My/Staff
Students/Alumni
Rates

SPARTAN

STADIUM

Featuring the best
in Local and National
Stand-up Comics
This week Oct 8-10

Jim Giovanni

FRATERNITY NITE THURSDAY
NIGHT AT THE HOP

Also

Sign Up To Be A Guest
Bartender and Make Money For
Your Frat Thursday Night
A .

Perez. who aggravated a minoi
shoulder injury in last week’s game.
is listed as probable for Saturday’s
Homecoming contest against New
Mexico State, according to SJSU
trainer Charlie Miller.
Miller said Pere/ strained a
muscle in his right shoulder during
the Stanford game two weeks ago.
and it tightened up during the second
quarter last week. prompting Pere/
to pull himself out of the game.
"Mike is better now than he
was at any point last week," Miller
said. "He could have played in the
second half, but he felt it was better
for the team if locy took over.’’

vidtile at SJSU, ssas arrested with
teammate Dan Doubiago at a Kansas
City restaurant. According to police
reports. Doubiago tried to leave the
bar area of the restaurant at 12:15
a.rtt. with a drink but was stopped by
the manager.
Doubiago allegedly punched
the ntanager and had to be restrained
by a private security guard. Befitre
police arrived, Aimonetti tried to
free his teammate. witnesses said.
Both players were released on
S2(X) bond. Arraignment was scheduled for Nov. 24. The manager was
not hospitalized.

things go wrong we stop talking.’
The last game of the match was
a sideout contest. Defensively the
Spartan% rose to the occasion. Higgins lead the team with two solo
blocks contributed in game four and
finished the match with a team -high
15 digs.
"The fourth game was difficult
for us because we had a weaker
lineup.’ Montgomery said. "I felt
that as a coach the only alternative I
had with the way the team was playing was to take away the starters’
playing time."

"In the first match we struggled
but gained a nice lead (9-6), then we
stopped moving after 12 points
(12-13) and lost when we should
have won," said coach Dick Montgomery.
"Our first game was a crucial
loss," said senior Danielle Spier.
"We were psyched up to beat Stanford and expected to win.
"We had a lot of crucial errors
in hitting and blocking," Spier said.
’They picked up a rhythm and we
couldn’t stop it."
But the Cardinal did give SJSU
several sideouts on service errors.
"Neither team played well at
all." Montgomery said.

750 KAMIKAZES
750 DRAFTMg

And

Rick Marks
Steve CareyStudent I.D.

Tonight only: Free Admission witn
Reservations Required. Call for Details
2 Beverage Minimum
Must be 21

After the show on Thursday Night, listen to live
jazz with "First Street Proliect" from SJSU

g.)

(Voted the Best New Jazz Band in

E
.

354-4677
50 UNIVERSITY AVE

OLD TOWN
UPSTAIRS

247-7795
296-2332

LSIMII–JS

LOST GATOS, CA.

University Dance Night
Contest -Win $100

(Save $2.00 on Dinner with
After Dinner Show 9pm
Late Show 11pm
Doors Always Open at 7pm

e Area)

Show Info. and Reservations
Dinner Reservations

Tickets)

Blvd., San Jose
4400 Stevens Creek Lawrence
Exowv
(Between gieiv Blvd and
Downstairs from cailco Kates
(Next to meridian Ouad Theaters)

To buy, or Not to buy
that is not the question . .

Every Thursday Night @ 9:00 p.m.

The question is who can give you
the best solution . . .
The One
and Only:

P.C. Buy Back Policy
Buy your computer from N.A.C. now, and after
you graduate, just bring in your diploma and we
guarantee to buy it back!
TURBO X1,8 MHZ 640K

MONOGRAPHIC MONITOF1 PRN PORT
20M
30M 40M
NO
H.D
H.D
HD
H.D
In)

497

All -AMERICAN RESTAURANT

833

R. Tia.:R,,

11111111111111r1111511
EGA .390

3

MU TISYNC .592

7

NETWORK ASSOCIATES CORPORATION
Tel. (408) 744-0631
AZIAO.taira

592 Weddell Dr. #9
Sunnyvale. CA 94089

10905 N. Wolfe Road Cupertino 725-8488

798

AT 10 MHZ 768K

Dance contest is a process of elimination no
practiced routines are necessary. Dance as you
normally do to Top 40 hits.

*Drink Special*
$2.50 Pitchers
of Beer

773

848
873
928
2 FD 689
2P / IS / CLOCK / GAMEPORT .40
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Value of annual reports stressed

It’s show time

Ity Lorraine (;ratit
Daily staff writer
About
students showed up
Tuesdas
the Student Union Almaden Room to participate
the
Reading.. Annual Reports"
»»ikstiop.
Students at the skorkshop
lea’ tied hoV, to ellecti el\ read an
annual report and to access the
ot an or p.ith/,itton. soillething
some ot the students nes er had the
opportunit
leain
’bit \sits
s
lent. it was
ked
intorniation about corat,. ,
,ind I inancial informa-

tion," Lisa Moody. a public relations senior, said .
I enjoyed giving the presentation. even though the group was
small. I had a chance to interact with
members in the audience that made
the svorkshop much 11101e
Lina Melkonian, director of
the program, said.
It also gave me a chance to
focus in on the needs of individuals. she said.
"Reading an annual report is
not only informative, but very exciting because it cis es the jobseeker a
chance to gain insight int() the orga-

nization they arc researching and allows them to make informed decisions about their potential future
with organizations," Melkonian
said.
the
attending
Students
workshop said they were glad Melkonian gave the presentation because
they learned a lot about reading annual reports.
"You don’t have to be a whiz
to understand what those financial
accounts mean:. Melkonian said.
"The bottom line is. it’s important for you to be aware ot what you
get involved with; Melkonian said.

TRIPLE
THURSDAYS
No Cover
ciTonight when you
mention SJSU.

All Drinks In The
House Three For
The Price Of One

Night Club

Ken Johnston
(lois Cognac, left, of Kappa Sigma. imitates
"W heel of Fortune’s" letter -turner Vanna White.
Kappa Sigma used the "Wheel" theme for its con-

pally stair photographer

Featuring

300 ORCHARD CITY DR.
CAMPBELL 374-4500

Eric Upton Robert Cray -Etta James -Julian Lennon -Keith Richards -Linda Ronstadt

trihution to the Homecoming ’87 Variety Shen.
Master of ceremonies Harry Reck, a disc jockey at
radio station K WKS, inters
s "Vanna."
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A brief look at yesterday’s news
-

Local News

_

General News

Two SJSU students pleaded guilty in Santa
Clara County Municipal Court last month to charges
of selling anabolic steroids out of their Seventh
Street apartment last spring.
Erik Webb. 21. and Yale Long. 23. plea bargained with the district attorney to drop misdemeanor charges for possession of hypodermic syringes.
They are still charged with possession and sale of
controlled substances.
The University Police Department said that
Webb and Long will serve a 20-day jail sentence
and be placed on three years probation.

Sun Francisco Mayor Dianne Feinstein asked
county supervisors Wednesday to institute stronger
measures to combat acquired immune deficiency
syndrome, including expanded testing for the virus.
The mayor did not say whether such testing
should be mandatory or voluntary.
"Certain confidential testing or mandatory educational programs may be appropriate and beneficial . . . and should be considered in several limited area,’’ the mayor said.
The San Francisco Denux:ratic organization
commented that the mayor’s message was heavily
political in order to pnimote her expected campaign
for governor.

A new proposal that calls for students who
miss the first day of class next semester to be
dropped from the roster will be considered by the
Academic Senate in November.
Associated Students President Mike McLennan
has general reservations about the proposal by the
Senate’s Instruction and Research Committee.
"I think it’s kind of harsh to drop a student on
the first day of school. because it’s always a fix),"
McLennan said.

DANCE ?
/

chure, "eons on top of eons of time
revealed through layers of sedimentation." The tour "tells the dramatic story of the birth of Wonder
Cave, from its geological origins to
its use as a secret gambling parlor at
the tum of the century."
Like many of the 1-35 attractions, Wonder World has a souvenir
shop. This one claims to have
"10.001 unique collectibles."

overhead and mentions other noteworthy features.
One of the highlights is the Creation re-creation, a sound -and-light
show, which begins in the kind of
darkness that only a cavern can provide. at the Flowing Stone of Time
in the cavern’s Outer Cathedral.
Directly across 1-35 from the
cavern is the Candle Factory, complete with a firsthand look at candle dipping.
The cavern tour continues in
San Marcos at Wonder World.
which features. according to a bro-

newepaper Flexible hour for
flexible people, ell shifts Cell

AWAY FROM HOME and you don’t
know where to find
place of
worship,’ Consider the CHURCH
OF CHRIST just off campus. 61 N
8th SI . 286-030 Need ride, We
are Christ Centered Bible belies

it

Ing and people loving
Bat@
classes Sundey at 9 30 A PLI
Tuoadsy at 7 30 P M Sunday
Worship at 10 AM 66PM Dorm

INTEFIESTED IN LEARNING A FOREIGN LANGUAGE? Interested In
leaning GREEK? Native imtructors are ready to guide you to
leaning modern Greek in an easy
& enjoyable men., Classes are
forming now’ So don’t data to
cell. 243-0507 or eves only. 294
9748. Ressonnble ram. plemant
atmaphere.GREEK FOLK DANCING classes are siso avalltala
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now! Safe your teeth. eyes
and money too For information
and brochure see A S office or
mil (406) 3714/11
VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE Isn’t It time
you got down lo the business of
your Ole purpom, Alternative CaSince
Assessments
reerwork
M A , 734-9110

AUTOMOTIVE
Perla’ cond
SJSU, grt. mpg
msy perking
New reg helmet. tie downs incl
$1800 fan. 225-3620. 9654658

46 YAMAHA R2350

COMPUTERS
PC-COM!’ Computer & Accesoria.
404 S 3rd St . #2.1406) 295-1606
One block from campus Nehvork
S995 IBM AT commtible 41.095
XT $525 Printer P10601 S179
6%
Hard disk. modern. moue.
Com.
off for students with I D
puter A Accessories 404 S THIRD
ST , San Jom (408) 295-1606

FOR SALE
THE BREAD & ROSES BOOKSHOP
SAN JOSE inetUution
hes been
tor 15 yeas College-level atudents of hlatory, political science.
Bleck. Asian and Chicano studies, *octal work. wormin’s stud&
ies lebor history. and
socialism shmld come in snd
brown* We also have. In Engbah
trenslation. Soviet lemtbooks in
We carry
social lenms
both new and weird books in the
the

fiction. pooboe. fields int
etry, children’s. mysteries. and
much more Poeters. record. &
periodicals - end the Jan Chocon Gallery feeturing political.
third world. and women’s ert
B READ 4 ROSES BOOKSHOP-.
950 S First St . San Jose. 294,930. L3 block. south of /12110)

HELP WANTED
BOOKKEEPERS.
ACCOUNTANTS,
CLERKS! Earn money while de
Magas an imams’. resume
Iffrelugh lob experience Pert Ie.
none positims ACCOUN&
TANTS ON CALL, 2635 N 1st St..
S.J. 4324086.
ACCOUNT EX 1 2 Mk frrn SJSU Wrk
Men, demi. Create lob bkLpnd
lo be proud of. Mal be creative,
nerwerve, personae., protes
ekinel 8116-01137
AC11VNIT1111 MAKE SW Melte deli,
OROS, teglater DEMOCRATS lo
vote Full Dripped time Cell 243.
4583

HELP NEEDED’ Counter person for
Espresso Bar near campus. 185
Park Ave , San Jme. Suite 179,
call 993-9433 7A41-5PM

S15.000.168.000. Cali (602) 13366685. exl 4250
. MONEY! .....MONEY!...
Telernarkel your way to lots of it
your ambitious, self-trottateci

MONEY!

and like pooch. mil us. On the job
treining immediate openings In
our clamant, comfortable Campbell office Full and Part time Cali
370-9090
MAJOR CRUISE LINES now hiring’
Salaries to MAK Customer sere
Ice. cruise director., mechanics
kitchen help
entry lovel Call
NOW 1-516-459-3734ext 0404,
24hrs
PART AND FULL TIME RETAIL HELP’
National firm now Ms immediate
openings’ Starting pay mite Is
SI OI No experience is needed because of our Intensive on the job
training progrern Goal math and
reeding skills are pia Sane
evening nd weekend positions
are evellable end some inability
is allowed during 11.1 exams In
addition. If you qualify. corporate
scholarships are *worded. Intern* hips are posslb., and you may
aim 2,3,4 credits per quarter or
During your winter.
spring and especially summer
brook.. full lime wont Is avallabie
Catl today for Information and tin
Interview. or call Monday through
semester

Friday bawmn 10 and 3PM. (408)
922-0666 If the Dm Is busy.
plea. be patient end try pain
An easel opportunity company
READERS FOR HK3H SCHOOL essays About $6 hr Englishjour
nellsm motor preferred Call 996
6300. ADIS. tisk for Mr nder
son. leave name and number
RECREATION SPECIALISTS NEEDED
progran
school
Oa
tor
ra major preferred
SS 66 hr
Exp w children required SANTA
CLARA PARKS & RECREATION
call Tricia al 964-3257

of campus Dual security building Singles only $395 lo S425 Su.
permarket ono back. bus & lite
rail marby No pets Near intersection of 101 880 1058 N 4th St
295-8641
SUNNYVALE. 2 MIS avellable in 3
barn, 2ba ma 5 min to SJSU FEMALE ONLY. $200 4240. 7388274
S

NINTH 280

1 br I be, $4115 roo
$250 deposit Oft street parking
Cal 224-3939 Agent 286-$640

iliE4N
tt41 Ulm twee
PREUIsiTowicAL
If NNE 2ValE

PERSONALS
A FEW CHRISTIANS would love to
host an informal Bible study nmr
campus on Monday nights 11 you
have dorm room or iipertment
nearby. pl.. cell 926-2946 or
or
Melvin
Stanley
926-2018
L.. meseage
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC,. Unwanted
hair removed forever Conflden.
nal 335 S Bari/God Ave San
Jom, call 247-7486 for apposno
malt
FEMALE COMPANION
live with sincere

WANTED lo
handicapped

man

Want to estblish a lasting
relationship, Please cell Brien al
298.2308
HIL L EL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIATION. Shabbet dinners. parties.
films,
outings.
Wednelmley
unch nd L earn,’ discussions.
Israel Mincing. and much mom’
For info cell HIL L EL at 294-13311
d CM to meet witty. vivacious oritruistic woman I rn an occasionally charming. bay 27 yr. old
?
& oral student. multilingual
& wt.:1.1y traveled I’m genuinely
good

hmrteet
<Wile
Meat
A bright (3 majors) I
enloy risque cony. , books. Modigilani. foreign fans & cosine
looking

latin
music
(lousy
darner) I admire those iv strong
to
learn create contrib.
desire
show high deg of sensitivity &
& waren.. Girlfriend ot 4 yrs & I
(spicy).

LOS ANGELES (API
"Shake and bake" is already on
the way out as the hip quip as
Southern Californians Jolted by
earthquakes. menaced by wildfires
and broiled by a record heat wave
wait for the next blow to fall.
The rubble from Thursday’s
b. I -magnitude earthquake had
barely begun to be cleared when a
rash of hrushfires broke out.

sopereted I’m starting to feel Ilke
You’re exsomeone
%Ind erudite (unpre41..
less wealthy, cowls. A horny)

21st BIRTHDAY HAPPY.
happy 21st.

STACEE AND KEVIN!. Keep up all the
terrIfte,
You’re
herd
work,
Thenlis Concerned Staff

GUARD SECURrTY. 3212 Scott
Elivd between Neon & San Tomas Santa Clare Coll 727.9793
VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIVISION ha.
receiving clerk
F T opening tor
I yr material handling experience
required Must Nom valid ate
lo ilft 60
ere Mani end be
(415)493-1800 445
ibe
VARIAN IMAGE TUBE 01V Ms
FT PT opening ort weekend shift
for an automated equiprrient manor Requires 1-3 yrs E M amain
bly experience or *quails/M. CO In
computer

knowledge.

Fain
WAITE!, WARPIESS COCIICS.
lop SSUSSi Merle CaMinders le

largest

now hiring for MI houra No mpg-

U S citizen
v445

Call

415-4113-1800

I-DelL*IONAIS

Classified
at reasonsble rates Call Desiree
or Phil at 249-2820 922.7359

cluding

gleucom check, cornplete contact lenses service for
fanity Fashion frames ad sun-

REWARD YOURSELF WITH best EUROPEAN .crel (unadvernsedi
hair and skin products Rare busl
nese end or fundreising opportunity Call write VIKTOR (Independent distributor) et 270-3774. P 0
Box 9. San Jo.. Ca 95013 or

glasses by the leading designers
Super thin lenses for high power
R. Open 7 days a week Insur.
*nee & Medical are warmly wei
corm SJSU students
sten alweys have 10% off Cell for appt
now"’ 405 E Santa Clara St at
9th. call 995-0488 We Speak Val.

NEED CASH FOR COLLEGE, ’Financial aid from the private sato, is
overwhelmingly
neglected
resource
At Schonstic Consultants we have the resources to
hap you top into the privet. sector for financial ski No matter
what your grebe are or west your
Income is we can find financI1
an sources tor which you are
qualified We guarentoe IV Call or
write today for free information on
how ym can receive Omelets! mid
from the privets sector Write
Scholastic Consultants, P 0 Bo.
2744, Santa Cara. Ca 95055 Or
phone 243-3964

Sweeney
Hall
thrmgh Friday

and
techniques Clair
(415) 349-4407

TRAVEL
AIRLINE COUPONS WANTED United
Bonus Travel tickets. Western
Intro tickets or others Will pay up
to S350 each (cash) Call (916)
739-0736 or (800)646-1661

TYPING
AAAA. ACCURACY. ACHIEVEMENT.
ACK NOWL
ACCOUNTABILITY,
EDGEA151. IF in typing that’s tops
Then.
trust Tony 296-2087
SI SO per page double awed
Available 111.. tiSyS weekly
Out. turnaround Ali work puar
entsed Thenks
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every timel
perktrictnt with school reports.
these.. transcription. and group
Delivers
projects
Plck-Up
Grammer Check. Editing @val.
*Die Student dlumnt Only 12
mlnute away Cell now to reserve

PHONE SERVICE WITHOUT your own
phone, Easy with AMVOX 24 hr
inessagIng service Perfect for
sorornas & fraternItia & other
common interml groups Orval

time before 1M rush’ (406) 946-

for single. Cali 993-3711
PROFESSIONAL

DISC

8

birthday.

Happy 21st DOM:My Kathy

WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Chrlstiiin Center Suntley LUTHERAN 10 45
00
? . CATHOLIC 6 30 pm end
pm Meese cell CAMPUS MINISTRY at 296-0204 for worship.
emnaeling. programs and study
fatale
Rev
opportuallee

Monday

MENT (406)259-5941

multivariale
explsnallorm

211.

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by KIRK
KLNIRIAN" Distinctive ponralture
with sensitive touch A variety
or plans lo choose from ell raw
BY APPOiNT
sonebly priced

NEED STATISTICAL HELP, IBS Re
march Associates Mil input. analyse, end interpret your data UM
varlet@

3862 Panels Words end More

JOCKEY

by

Desiree Mich*. formerly of KSJS
You ye got the party, we m got
the music’ Michel Produefrons
wide variety of music
provides
for your wedding, perly. or tianc

chain of misery: The transformer
fire that cause the blackout had
also spewed 2010 gallons of
toxin -tainted insulating oil into the
Los Angeles River. prompting
lifeguards to close six miles of
beaches around the river mouth.
"A couple of weeks ago we
lost power here anti the computers
crashed." lamented attorney John
li Frank.

stoked by an unprecedented heat
wave.
Then. as Angelenos were celebrating the end of two days of
10K -degree heat. a rxiwer blackout
Tuesday morning left thousands of
them standing outside the same
high-rises they evacuated during
the quake.
On Wedneskl.i. . they awoke
to discover ;motile’ link in the

AT SUNRISE EYEWEAR,

Dr
Christopher Cabrera 0 D
Cluellly feel service et extremely
low price Complete eye awn in-

ABSOLUTELY, WE CAN HELP you we
yr WM minute word processing
needs’ 24 hr turnaround Pick.up
& delivery on campus. 259-8794
ABS1RACT WE’RE NOT’ Academic

word processing our specialty
GusLanlecd Mar paltry accu
racy Free disk storage prmfing
Reasonable mites We re hist.dependable.grammarexperienced
college grads so call a with papas...ports. thems lesp
ENCE) etc al 2514449

SCI-

AND
PROFESSIONAI
ACADEMIC
word processing V.,. of marl
enc. serving SJSLI faculty ad
students HP laserjet output ii
work guaranteed Minutes from
campus. mil PJ et 923-2309
ACCURACY ASSURED

Professional

Word Processing Theses. pears. resumes and dIsserttions
Ali ol your business or academic
needs Serving Evergreen, SSJ
few minutes from SJSU Student
rates amiable
Ceti Mama
(408) 224-0852. 9arn to 8pm
APA FORMAT. arm paper loam wei
corned 10 ymrs typing word processing aperance. letter quality
printing Very competitive rota
aid fast turn wound avallelea
Students receive discount Ac
cess Dais 2814982 - ask tor Toreae
TERESA
Hit L SANTA
BLOSSOM
ante Fast. quality typing end
word processing of your resume
ficedetra or business needs
Ay/amble
seven
days
week

365-1012

scription Fr. SPELCNEK. copy
edit. di. storape Ow. turn.
around Sante Clara 246-5825

SJSU TYPIST 2 blocks from comma
Word processing. typtng A setting
Free
diet.
storage

reports. resumes. cover letters.
group projects. manuals. theses
dieerIMIOna. *lc Ali academic

SI 25 page double spaced typIng
Term papers. reports cover letters. Ineen. MC Call fen at 27112152

APA Free dial stor
age. SPELCHEK. punctuation and
grammar assistance
Ali work
formats

guaranteed Professional. quick I
dependable service at AFFORDA
BL E RATES", Call Pam al 247.
2811 (SANTA CLARA) Fun.,
savings with referral discounts’
FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSING.
Ail types ol papers all lengths
St 60 page. double-spaced typmg
and spelling 41 65 page typing
snd fuil proofreading Campbell
aefelocal

pick-up and allary
avallabie 8666960
LUCID ENTERPRISES

afforded.

student writing assistance. eating. word processing typing Min
Was from .11001 Pick-up and de
iivery. too’ Give your pears tOet
professional touch Call today to
reserve your time
251-4865
NEED THAT FORGOTTEN paper typed
lest, et me help’ $2 pg. dbi sp
Resume* am SS pg I to on campus ell dsy Tues & Thur. & mriy
rn on Mon Wed Fri la msy p u

CALL LINDA TODAY’ Avoid the omil,
Reserve now for your term papers. group projects. Mesas. etc

and 6.1 I only type In the evenings Cell MARCIE
926-1274
(Iv man on my machine)

Professional word processing.
free disk storage Ouick return. all

PF1OCESS IT WRITE. Feculty end slud.ls can rely on accurate
timely production a newsletters
repons. resumes, publications

work guaranteed Cassette tr.available
Almaden
aription
Branham area 7 days we. 264.
4504
ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSiNG
Thesi speciolists Also term twee.. men.cripts. screenplaye
resurnee. repetitive letters, tran-

PROCESSING’ 35 ye*. *WMCame

eme Student Dtamnts
Calor al 243-4070

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY tor your
imedernic. business legal word
processing nord Term pears.

manuscripts.
correspondence.
etc Will eld in grammar spelling punctuation For prompt 7 dsy
response. Nave message tor

WRITING

SUCCESS ENTERPRISE
PROFESSIONAL TvaitNG & WIN.. services Fast nvesoneble A neer university Cali (l0a292-40.7
TERM

PPERS.RESUMESn
Need
new Cal SOS" Group preacts journals. @mac. Mee re
ports Free spelling wok
Man
Mount.
litany printers
cover ahem tre 19414 swam, inmnships end eit Kral comer opportunittes
Competitive Mae
Also Mks. typing and WP &Mang
indivIduel instructIon 01. ewerienced Maher
Sunnyvale

A

WORD

RESONABLE
RATES
Sen. Clere Pee Call Pete at 2411.
5633 emil
meesep

WORD Firrifnsr Word ...tang
M.. dissertation menu...
Eng..
French
3714270

WORD PROCESSING’ Student., InstrucheS smell buslonNa Tenn
papers theses resumes manuals. dissertntions, mesa means,
,Iteck
etc
Pleneonete.
R DESKTOP SERV.
roes Celt X
ICES at 274-7662 Limited NM up
& delivery
WRITING RESEARCH SERVICES All
o ut:cats Qualified afters Re.
tenting editing. pope end theekl
denfropment end essistance Pie
reforams Worn processMg

The ’Friendly Folks", 971-2640
B ARE FT ALL, Stop shaving, wowing,
heading or using chervil.’ dimple.
lodes Let me permenianity remove your unwerned hair (chin.
NOM. tummy. moustache. etc)
15 percent discount to students
end facutty Cell before December

CaralOg

St, -SON

Iftrafratay

........ nmemeletMe

(Count approxlmately 30 letters and spaces tor each finch

Ad Rates

Minimum three lines on one clay
t

One
Two Three
Day
Days Days
3 Lines $3 55 $4 35 $4 75
4 Lines $4 35 $5 15 $5 55
5 Lines $5 15 $6 00 $6 35
6 Lines $5 95 $6 BO S7 15
Each Additional Line Add BO

Four
Days
$5 00
$5 BO
$6 60
57 40

Five
Days
S5 20
$6 00
$6 80
$7 60

Each
Extra
Day
$ 90
St 05
SI 20
$1 35

Semester Rates (All Issues)
5-9 Lines $46 00 10-14 Lines $63 00
15 Plus Lines $80 00
Phone 277-3175

Prrn1

Name

Address

Phone

City & State

Zip

Judy Ryan. Rev Norb Firnheber

SERVICES

Sannh CMS

Print Your Ad Here

Shires. Father Bob Leger, Sista

ATTENTION SPARTANS!! 1141RSTY7
Drink Bottled WM. "It’s pure
And free delneery" Celt lock.

7354445 (Sue)

TYPING

sults

Pamela at (4013)2861821
RESUPLIES’""

wee

st friendship?, P 0 B
160103, Cupertino, Ca 95015

9AM-4PM, 260 Meridian Avit. S J

SECURITY RECEP110.4 all sham Apt
$5-1,6 Or to start Full benefits. no
experience needed Apply VAN-

EYECARE

Attempt

KATHY B

216-5860

gren R E , 559-3500. t645 S Bascom Av , C
Hair Today Go.
Tomorrow-

meeting

Birthday Kathy 8
21st Puppy Kathy

you

TN
h
p riSErrEet
SIALLF Stover*, UP
04 WOOLY MAMMOTH

Nature takes its toll on Los Angeles

31.1987 and pal your first spin el
I 2 price ’Unwented Heir [Mappears With My Care " Gwen Chel-

names*, Spanish 6 Chinese

PROCESS
OFFICERS
SERVERS Fr PT S OS-ell shifts
FT PT evening process servers
We will train Apply in parson 14-F

SECURITY

science.

CNN

STUDIO APARTMENTS 2 miles North

HIRING! Government jobs - your arm

SACK TO ISCHOOL1111111111111t1111111!
Reck to Work111111/1111111111111t11111111
Oran lob opportuMty for relum
Ind Modents Pert Mut lob week en etc own top dollar clang NWmarketing for No

HOUSING

HANDYMAN FOR APTS nr campus
Mat know repar plumbing $7 hr

%JERE Room,
WARM U4’ sOME MIRING/
114E PLEISTOCENE EPOOf

BEEJ4 MAC WAY
mix. A WHILE Mc) xV KEE I’s ord
GETTIN COWER !

goy

estostr

Since 1954, Ralph the Swimming Pig has been among the top attractions at Aquarena Springs in San
Marcos. just west of I-35. Due to logistical difficulties, there have been
and are now many Ralphs.

AM FOR RENT San Josta Townhoine.
132Smo
1 2 utilities_ 2 car germ" ewimpool. 973-6309

part Arne Oon-295-8641

Bible ’ludas avellable

1970 Carol

INSTRUCTOR
for preschool gym
Agee 2-5 Tu.. & Thum Nom
Sam-NOON. Exp w children recorned Sento Clan. Parks
R. ’edition. Cell Trkle for info si 98.3257

GYMNASTICS
WANTED

Bill Lukas

There is a certain air of familiarity in many such shops. The giant
Texas fly swatter is ever-popular. as
are whips and the usual collection of
T-shirts and post 4.-iirds.

ranee necessary Will train Call
765-7130.2831 Meridian Ave S J

today 370-909IPO

Ai
THANKS

Home On The Range

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Gene Mahoney

SON JOUR, SENIOR/ITA
CARE TO

FRI director-designate William S. Sessions.
suffering from a bleeding ulcer. had a relapse that
sent him to George Washington University Medical
Center. Tuesday.
Richard Rubio, Sessions’ private physician.
said that his patient is experiencing more bleeding,
which is not unconinion in these types of cases.
Session is reported to be in stable condition and
the illness isn’t considered life -threatening.
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Good Clean Fun

Strange sights litter Texas highway
GEORGETOWN. Texas (AP)
- On a 100-mile stretch of Interstate 35 in Central Texas, tourists
can watch a pig swim. see what a
snake pit does to their heart rate and
venture below the highway to watch
a re-creation of Creation.
It’s America at play: a straight
stretch of highway, tourists yearning
for something to tour. lots of billboards and a curious combination of
businesses ever willing to quench the
nation’s thirst for roadside entertainment.
First. there’s Georgetown’s
Inner Space Cavern. discovered in
1963 by state highway department
drillers checking whether the ground
would support an overpass over I35.
Now, the cool cavern winds 40
feet under the interstate. Underground, a tour guide points out
where the northbound lane runs

Berke Breathed
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Monkey: May bring craft home early

"1 went to 12 games this yeal.
tun 1 !levet thought they would get
trims page /
this f at
she said
through our official channels, she
Lisa Ferrari. and two of her
said.
ti lends. Steve Bennett and Lino Pas"We have a direct line to the
sim). were studying for a mid-term
people involved at that end. We bewhile the Giants game vvas on.
lieve the fact that they haven’t called
By studying and watching the us indicates that they don’t consider
game at the same time, Ferrari said. this so serious.’ ’ she said.
"(The Soviets) are considering
"it’s like killing two birds with one
stone But I don’t know how well I’ll what they should do . . They haYe
to decide on aborting the mission or
do.’
Bennett said the game and the not.’ she said.
in
hio-satelite contains
mid term were both important to
rats, fish
addition to the monkeys
him
purand plant materials for research
-This is when
Wah.11,- he poses.
sant as 1.eonarcl’s homer cleared the
SJSU’s biology and chemistry
fence.
departments are scheduled lo receive
Passaro said that bv studsing some samples from five ot the 10
and catching a fess glimpses of the rats aboard the spacecraft. as well as
game. it helps to bleak the mono - similar material from controLgroup
1011.V
animals which are being kept on the
III fat the playolts may he ground. The samples ale due to armore ot
prionty than school for rive at SJSU later this month or in
Passato
early November.
-I missed a lah tw« weeks ago
An early end to the flight,
so I could go to a gaine.’’ he said.
IlaS been aloft for eight days,
Flunini-liaby ins has apparently will not affect the rat evperiments.
hit S.ISt ’. so hang III there.
said Ken Sou/a. chief of the life-sei-
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CIA...
where your
0 PTIONS
are as diverse as your interests.
If you’re looking for a professional
environment that will expand
your options, not limit them, you
should consider a career with
the Central Intelligence Agency.

To qualify for a CIA career, you must
have a Bachelor’s, Master’s degree
or a PhD., be a U.S. citizen (both self
and spouse), and successfully meet
our strict medical requirements.

We seek enthusiastic liberal arts,
Hngineering, and MBA majors who
are interested in international
affairs as well as the interplay of
politics, history and economics in
the affairs of mankind and nations
...individuals who will make the most
of their talents in a wide variety of
challenging CIA postions.

The CIA offers highly competitive
compensation, liberal benefits, and
the consistent challenges inherent
in a diverse environment. In addition,
our location just outside the
Washington, D.C. area provides you
with an abundance of leisure-time
options such as, cultural events,
athletic bouts, and historic attractions.
Literature is available for review at
your Career Placement office.

An entire spectrum of opportunities
are yours to explore...opportunities as
diverse as your own interests, as
exciting as your curiosity. All our
career options come with the
intellectual stimulation and excellent
growth potential you need for a
rewarding professional life

To explore your options with the
CIA send your resume to:
Personnel Representative C28
P.O. Box 3127
South El Monte, CA 91733
Resumes must be received by
October 16, 1987 for Fall interviews.
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the day -night cycles
’ rhythms
which alter chemical levels in the
body .
S.ISI,1 Prof. Leon Yengoyan,
Dr. Stan Ellis, a former NASA SCienlist. and two graduate students
will conduct the experiments in the
1.1SU chemistry. department, using
the liquid chromatograph to measure
minute quantities of certain proteins
in the muscle tissue samples.
"For our purposes, eight days
is as good as 14,- said NASA
spokesperson Diane Stanley.
"The Soviets have been so
open to the media about (the space
flight) that we are getting most of
our information from ihe press,- she
said.
The American team of scientists departed Monday for Moscow
where they have set up labs

READING ENTHUSIASTS

ik i11’
.aimmow,

made witiolie fineqt iny_edients

CIll’e prolects office and space le search director at the NASA Ames
facility.
"They are thinking of bringing
(the satelite) down early. so (is not to
have Ithe monkey) struggling around
up there,- Stanley said.
Problems with the monkey
module are reported to have been the
cause of a 14 -day delay from the
original launch date of Sept. 15. The
mission finally lifted off on Tuesday, Sept. 29. and was scheduled to
reiuni to Earth on Oct. I 3.
SJS1.’ Biology Prof. Dan Holley, his co -researcher Carol Markley
and Dr. Magdi Soliman of Florida
A & M University. will he using the
samples for research III their lield.
’Fhey are examining certain elements
of the pineal glands of the animals in
connection
with
circadian

44’

Serving the Bay Area s nutritional needs tor over 9 years
offering the Best Selection and Lowest prices around
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420 Town & Country Village, San Jose
243-6262

THE BIGGEST PARTY
OF THE YEAR!

-*ear:1f
Homecoming Week: Monday, Oct. 5th -Friday, Oct. 9th
Homecoming Game: Saturday, Oct. 10th

Street Fair
Yell Fest
Pep Rally Featuring:
Heisman Trophy Candidate
Mike Perez
President
Gail Fullerton
Athletic Director
Randy Hoffman
Spartan Head Coach
Claude Gilbert
SJSU Football Team
SJSU Cheerleaders
SJSU Pep Band
BBQ with KWSS
Red Cross Blood Drive
Homecoming King and Queen Finalists

lieisman froph.s Candidate -Mike Pere/

Today’s Event

STREET FAIR

Offering Games, Food, and Information Booths.

,1114,,,,,,a111;56\)1

Central Intelligence Agency
lin (,I/\ is an I- qua! Opportunity Employer
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Around Campus

What do you think
of Jessica Hahn
posing for Playboy?

Entertaining Thoughts
The Biblical sense
.1 nue I broke
,oniiiiitted
dm% and hought
maga/ine Jessica Halm. Mime’ ,.11,1b.11 seiretai bales hei
soul. and uppei torso. in tlie No\ ellibei issile
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111 still ilot sure
l’e
sesseil Me III bti
he 11
.111.1
bleast, KAM e NO that

I think its kind ot hum,
Ate! all the
\\ 11,1110
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11 depend,
She She needed the
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It doesn’t

both,.
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\\anted to see hoe, Pla,bm . and
lessica. ,,,ere going to pull this
oti
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1,111111e11thell We get the
point. Hugh
is In
he spiearl. it ou v,
pages of ,heesecake .11,11. ot
11e111111e

Its kind of ironic She’s
supposed to be ’_’7 and before
Jim Bakker tarnished her she
"as a "’gm and ttoss she.,
coering he v,alls of gas sta
tions
Eugene !Nue
freshman
Industrial Design

She’s iust
mg to get
She’s
tot heisell
using the nee, media to hong
someone else
Rob Ilesles
junior

Sl11 \ 1\ e11 the

hitches ot that itast .11111 Bakke’
and !Red to tell ahout it
And tell she dth
told Phil Donahue and
She
People maga/ine Tfk American people. at the tittle tile
liakkel stOr

broke. telt sorr,, fOr

Bakke’
her Allege,I1
drugged Jessica am! tlell,mered
he And then he hat.] the duo/pall
to n , to Imbe her ,, ith ’hush

Itliagille ’lei le el 01 sell
repolteL11% ollereLl
koilli \\lien
lie? 0111 V.’ti5.11111) iessie’s lio

thin1111

she helti 0111

!ugh I leinei pairl her s.,1 11111 lion 11 that Anieill’d could see
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.1e.swa made earthflatter Inv
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that aersonipanie. the photo,
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start s.k
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someone
I,een made to Ile
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human Ileing
planation. I
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No al glintelli there.
it on film

billibo
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Illat’s

it When the PTI
Jessica
Imike I tell stlft 1,11
11e1
She %1/4:1S the appaient
It
mil of an alleged semial
m. hat she claims ts tine I am glad
is telling her stor H,,,,e,ei.
het choice ol
lessand Penthouse maga/Ines
ens tier ereklibilits.
ilo11.1 think there is ai[thing
%%rung ith posing tor
\kilo
It’s undeistothl the
pose are ii,,t noted tor then purit,.
them
and I am not of tended

Deborah J. Kaplan
I am. lbw, ever, ot fended 1,
Jessica posing. She is insulting the
intelligence of the American peo
ple it the thinks ,,e ill hth this
iiialarke that she is so pure A I" eat ,ild church secretar %%Ito
, irgin unhl someone roped her
doesn’t seem like the pc to pose
in a girlie inaga/inr.
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she
encounter ith Bakker Vk as a de oted

rollo\\ er

enough that Jim Bakker eploited bet’, hut now she Is
doing it all 11,, herself.
Deborah J. Kaplan is the
Entertainer Editor. She’d do it
for a million, hut she’s not sure
if Hugh %%mild he interested.
Irs bail

ENTERTAINMENT
tifuteed2TOONS

illhogs

MAYBE I SHOULD WAIT UNTIL
THEY MAKE A MOVIE OF IT.
OR MAYBE THEY’LL MAKE A
TV MINT-SERIES OUT OF

I dotht knov, I don’t see
an thing %%tong v,ith it Its hei
business \ s tar as it it’s right
, long. it depends on \kilo
looking at it lin not going to
go out and do something like
that. hut I .111 not hei
(/’Uot ))))) r
freshman
Political Science

141

Entertainer
The I ith.triamel supplement is ,in
entettamment
guide that appear,. e.iLlr I Initsr1,1 in the Spar tan 1)ail

Entertainer Editor

CFERN/VS IF YOU WAIT LONo
ENOubH THE AUTHOR WILL MAKE
AN AUrIO VECSION OF ir

Deborah J Kinlan

Photo Editor

V

rWELL.. WHAT’S YOUR
) /OF COURSEA 8000
DECISION? ARE YOU
WITH THAT MUCH
GOING TO BUY THE
POTENTIAL HAS
BOOK?
GOT TO BE GOOD11)

Michael Burko

Special Sections Manager
Cheryl Chaffin

Assistant Photo Editor
Brad Mangin

Cover Photo
Sue Bowling
The Fairmont Hotel towers over downtown San Jose
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Cleft Notes: Music Reviews
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local musicians with award show
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Downtown
celebrates
new addition
Dot ri
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lotead of furniture. Im
the
I .1111110111
Flow’ opene,I
lot Inkine,,
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I led
a
reception
.11Id
\

qit

people. includ-
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and
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like Sargent, above. worked for 27 hours straight to
hang a ‘state-of-the -are door in the main ballroom while
elaborate chandelier. upper
two employees look on.
right. hangs in the main hallway that overlooks the front
entrance of the hotel and Nlarket Street. Fairmont employees. lower right. line up to greet guests and media
for Monday ’s opening.
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Doormen (’hris 1% iggs and Rubin Ramirez, ;those, get sotne instructions from securit3, chief Bob Burroughs. Beim% Rui hundred people gathered for the opening sers ices.
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Sonny Patrick Dempsey gets caught in the middle of an are
ngeltil and %Ir.. %far% er (Kathleen
between Francine Ile% erly
reeman in "In the %lood

Fairy fable farce fails
Ity Brenda Tai Lam
Daily staff wnter
13

Fo . Is a
111
’,1:e

\011,

10215 South DeAnra Blvd

Cupertino, CA 95014

CHECK US OUT
"FREE MEMBERSHIP’’
Over 6,000 CDs in stock

Imports, New Age, Jazz,
Classical, Rock, & Reggae
ow 252-DISC
Listen to elected Discs At ur ound tations
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\\
,Itlf-tti
\l’i
ems
I
/ungu
hepan de..otattuut the ha,..k. of en\ elopes in his spare tune Now

rush to hu., his drawing. at infix. up to $1.500.
"I like the prices hui if
111C:111S that. these day s. no A
1,
come, to me to buy
0111
\\1111e
people.- said Zungti. %Oh, recently opened a one-man show in
Johannesburg.
Zungu is one of the few
South African artists to make the
leap from cattle kraals and urban
townships to the world of galleries
and

critics

and

printed invitations.
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with

Ill el.110.1111!
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1411110011,
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140/tin 1% right and Cary Flv$es play a inlay% il couple in "Tile Princess Bride -

the

Prince.. litiLle.

The

aw a% and I. said to
bebin,. been killed
come.
lint. he miracIler 411111
ulous’. 1011111s It, s.I
He dies aktain
11110: akin,.
111
to Tenni’ to lite

He
III,

Is

les,

!hall

1j:111(11.1111er

art \ es to read aloud a
’."Fhe
Princess

’,;,m the stoi
begins. and
ot the
e led e the modern
ho’s room As
iells the .tor%. we me transterred
co the fictitious land of Florin.w -

hich
was
filmed
in
rural
I >erhyshire. England.
The grandfather narrates
parts of the movie as thi. audieike
watches the ad entures ot Buttercup. 11’esiley . lingo \lolito,a. and
Fe//ik.
Adapted from William ( ioldberg’s book. ’’The Princess
Bride.- there are two stories intertwined in the adventure of the
four main characters.
It is a love story between
Westley and Buttercup, and the
story of lingo Montoya. who
wants to avenge the death ot his
father.
Buttercup is a commoner
who later in the film is threatened
with marriage to the evil Prince
Humperdinck (Chris Sarandon).
Rut she’s in love with the farm
boy, Westley, who also loves her.

an-

Reall That’. w11% a comic
situation 1.\
111011.11,1,. Allied
tale alread
has a
ot its 0%kii
ghoul humor
hcitut added to it .1 herefore an altenint al putting eomed!. to an
othettwise qualit script made the
\
Imes sound
But despite ifs corniness. the
k

11’,1:11;Cti
\\

RObIll

h

W11,,211I.

Vs’e.tle.

Cary
portrayed
1,,
Elm.es. had potential, but they
lacked the personality and charm

to create a successful
If the movie succeeds it will
he because of the secondary characters [nip) Montoya (Mandy Patink in the avenging Spaniard and
1;e/ilk ( Andre the Giant). the
sympathetic giant. The comradeship between the two actors
showed splendidly in their portrayal of their characters.
The beginning of the movie
captivated the audience as we
waited to +re what would happen
next. As the movie neared its end
the pace began to pick up.
The ending is satisfactory’
and leaves the audience with a
good feeling. But if you can wait
fin. the movie to come out in vide(
the better off you would be than
paying $5.75 for a movie lacking
in substance.
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Friendship isn’t kids stuff
Ity Charlotte Banta
Dady staff writer
Friendship is tenderly portrayed in
Robert Mandrel’s well -orchestrated film.
Big Shots. ’
Weaving together mood music, understated supporting actors and two new
winig stars. a qualit. inoing piece of
entertainment is cleated .
Ricky Bustei stars as ()hie. a middle-class. iiimoi high student facing the
,ecent death of his father.
Unable to control his painful emotions. the boy cuts school one day. After
Obie ends up in east end
(.11tcag,t.
He meets street -vv Ise Scant. played
ius AlcCrary . alto the troubled
hv
voungstei is lobbed of his hike mid di mg
\\Mal. it present from his lather.
ti) the neighhor.
Scam. no NH
hood. decides to help ()hie locate his valued watch. and the friendship begins
The boys attempt to rob a thrill store
ner after his refusal to return the \\inch
toi payment. When police are called to
the scene, Scam is placed in the baL.1. of a
squad car.

Obie fakes unconsciousness. kicks a
cop in the groin and speeds ay. av in the
patrol car with his cheering friend in di,:
back.
The chase scene adds dramatic
which don’t lea c you on the edge of your
seat. hut rather die humontii,
Once the vvateh is retrieved. the
bond between the MIN. is cemented as
they begin their final quest to find Scam’s
longdost lathe]
In helping Scam find his father. Obie
works through the pain ot his ovv it loss.
()hie and
helict in family is
vv hat keeps them together and working 10V, arils the same end.
Johnnie Red. superbly played
Paul Winfield. is the neighborhood crook
v.11,, helps the boys %%hen they tall prey to
local v illains
The film is a simple drama laced
with humor and overflowing with sensitivity.
This PG13 film does not end sadly..
but A
on a spiritually uplifting note reflecting Ohie’s growth through his new
ti lendshtp. The audience is left saiisfiLd
and ev en inspired.

Darius McCrary and Ricky Busker in "Big Shots"

Brain switch isn’t all it’s cracked up to be in new movie
Ity Paige liorgel-Itieher
Daity staff writer
’ I .ike Father. Like Son’. i. a
mediocre. yet entertaining mov le
ii) which a father and son, through
a freak accident. switch brains.
Dudley Moore plays serious
heart surgeon Jack Hammond.
The death of his \k tie the previous
year has lefi him no choice but to
become immersed in his work at
the hospital. where he hopes to be
named chief of stall
Kirk Cameron. from "Growing Pains- fame, plays Chris
Hammond. Moore’s irresponsible. fun -loving son. who is struggling to meet his father’s high academic standards and be admitted
into medical school.
a desert
The movie begins

where a man has injured his leg.
After being taken to an Indian village. the man. Uncle Earl (Rill
Morrison) is given a mind switching potion v. Inch enables him to
leave his body while an operation
is performed on his leg.
Uncle Earl’s nephew Trigger
(Sean Astin) is a good friend of
Chris’. When Uncle Earl comes to
stay with Trigger’s family. Trigger steals a bit of the potion. He
and Chris decide to conduct an experitnent. using the family dog
and cat.
After reali/ing that the potion
is for real. Trigger and Chris accidentally leave the bottle of potion,
cleverly disguised in a tobasco
bottle. on Chris living room
floor.

Chris’ maid finds the bottle.
and replaces it in the cabinet.
When Jack comes home. he
makes a Bloody Mary, using.
guess what. the tobasco.
After the mind switching
takes place. both father and son.
now living in the body of the
other. are put through several silly.
situations while desperately trying
to find Trigger’s Uncle Earl.
who’s left town. and find the cure.
Now. Chris has Jack’s Jaguar. credit cards. and I.D.. while
Jack has a youthful body and a
date with Chris’ heartthrob. LorilCami Cooper).
The funniest scene in the
movie is when Chris. in Jack’s
body. fresh from a night out on
the town with Trigger drinking

bowing and using the charge future. For Dudley Moore, it was
cards. conies home to face his fa- the same role we’ve seen him in a
ther, in Chris’ body.
do/en times. the falling down
ChrisiJack: "What were you - drunk. the little kid. the Out/.
doing out all night in my body?
Another good performance
And you’re drunk! And where did %vas delivered by Astin as Tr ILr
you get the money to buy all those He’s funny. and plays a good secclothes? I only had S2() in my wal- ond fiddle to Cainerons Chris
let. You used my credit cards.
Margaret Colin. as Ginnie
Armbruster. the %vile ot Jack’s
didn’t you?’
A stumbling Jack Chris re- boss. is very funny as the sultiN
woman. who has the hots for
plies: "I Call explain this
Chris Jack: Thais it! Get in Jack.
BM overall. I tOund the
the house! You’re grounded...for
movie a little disappointing. conlifer
Unfortunately. for these two sidering the talent and comedy postars. the lines are meditx:re and tential. Couldnt Cameron have
what could have been an hilarious found a better vehicle for his first
feature film? Isn’t Moore tiled of
satire falls flat.
The main theme of the movie playing the same role?
I really expected better from
is that. adult or chikl. life isn’t
easv. and both come to the real- two such funny guys.
i/ation that they %\ ere too hard on
each other.
Place an ad
This film is emelt:lining. hut
in the
to]
gieat
avv
anv
won’t win
Spartan Daily.
\ CF.
Kirk
perfonnalICC,
Cameron v.:is good in his tole and
277-3171
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Bold recordings try new sounds
it’s easy being ’Green’ ’Milkmen’ deliver
Ity Russ Haggerty
pally staff wnter
"Glass Green," a no% Windhani
Tim Story pros. ides a reHill album
laxing selection of harmonic ttines.
Story uses synthesi/ers. sampling
instruments. piano and "other sounds"
to create moody . dreamy songs Aluch reduce a listener’s tensi/III.
Play ing this album is Just the right
touch to enhance a quiet gathering of
coffee or light drinks
friends
Cons ersation is becoming a lost art.
hut this
i..111 re :Milken some ot
those skills. These melodious and float
mg tunes ins lie discussion. but neser
overpossei consersation.
The tirst song. " Conversation in
the Raimcould easifs tit into the lispnotic sounds needed for meditation
ssorks hard to combine a
groups
light bouncing thy thm ith the !waxy .
lolling sounds of a low -tuned ‘,11111e This sone stands out both as appropriate introduction to the rest of the
,e11111e
album.
li,tener into
1.1,11\

a mind set of openness and acceptance.
The nicely arranged second song.
"To His Grand Sea. takes the boom ot
the sea into a long -wave variational representation v.. hich suggests star -lit evenings and palm-rusiling brecies.
"Gravities. third song on the first
side. flows from the pre% ious song.
The character of the song is more
off-tempo than the rest of the side. leaving traditional renderings aside to bring
out new aspects of the one -artist album
cimcept.
Story has again placed non -intrusive
sounds lust inside the conscious limits of
an axerage listener.
Fach song ot "Grass Green" can be
identified as seperate conceptual effons.
But, Story has managed to set a mood
arid develop a logical progression which
tie the entire alhum into a successful!
whole.
Cos ing this album a listen is as
pleasantly suprising as stepping out Of
t
the hl,tiSe
Tinkling spring -like
ARC
lal difterellt, lie111
Thai sun -lit feeling is
right on tap at (Miss Green.

SJSU Choraliers
Free concert to be held at local church
By Karen M. Derenzi
Daily staff writer
The SiSt ’ Concert Choir and
Choraliers open their 1987-88 sea
M
son on Fridas . Oct. 9. at
postles
p.m. at the Queen ot
Church. located at 491 I Moorpark
III Sall
:V11111,1011 to the ex ent is
ill he
free, although donations
accepted
01
interLinde! the direction
nationally -recognwed [total conductor Dr. Charlene Archibeque.
the 80-member choir in II hegin by
performing pieces rix Mivart.
Buxtehude, Ives. Brahms and AIfven , among others.
The pieces sung will be:
"Regina Coeli by Mo/art.
"Missa Bre% is by Ruxtehude.
..t,’th Psalm" by Charles
hes,

’0
Saone Nacht’ by.
Brahms. and
Altimen" by
Hugo Aiken, a Se, e,11,11 compo,er.
The pi i/e v, inning group will
Sv,ecliiik.. Caudt.:ontinue
and I )ehuss,s’s
ate nines..
"Trois Chansons hchile per
forming the Vs est Coast premiere
of Charles -Valentin Alkan’s parody . "Marcia Funebre Sulla
Morte d’un Pappagallo.’"
S.ISU’s Choraliers will also
sing set it songs from the British
Isles including Edward Elgars
"l’naccompanied
Part -Song s Stanford’s
"Blue
..’Charles
Bird," Ray Hendersons "Won’t
You Buy !sly Sweet Blooming
I .1%ender and the Scottish
iiilksong. "0 Whistle and I’ll
Come to Ye.’
They %Ail! conclude their
debut perfiii mance %AIM the American spirituals. "Deep River" and

By Dave Lanson
Daily staff writer
it has to be a great band if it calls
itself "The Dead Milkmen... Their
latest album is as great as their name.
" Buck y
ini." the second
album from Philadelphia’s "snot
rock" band. has several stong cuts
and overall is a refreshing change
from the drivel that now permeates
the airwaves.
The band blends sophomoric
humor with a surprising variety of
musical stylings to form a highly.
charged sound that works more often
than not.
By far the stongest cut is
"Watching Scotty Die." the story of
a kid infected
tosic chemicals. It
takes guts to sing I’se got a kid: his
name is Scott He’s going blind. and
his hlood lust %sill not clofThe doctors line in l’OWS to stick tubes up
Scotty ’s nose...
The song goes on to talk about
the kid.. skin turning green. and
about him chemicals affect bodily

The sone is distasteful. hut after
a while taste gets very, boring. The
Dead IM i I k Men give music a much needed kick in the rump.
is
Another
tune
excellent
"Going to Graceland." which gleefully anticipates a trip to Elvis Presley’s extravagant abode.
Lead singer Rodney "Cosley"
Anonymous SUMS up the tune’s message when he sings: "When my time
comes that’s how I want to go:
stoned, fat. arid wealthy and sittin’
on the bowl."
The group takes a real swipe at
the latest trend of dance club music in
"Instant Club Hit (You’ll dance to
Anything.)"
They rail against popular dance
music (the disco of the ’80s1 - The
Smiths. Public Image Ltd. - music
prefered by women with "80 pounds
of makeup on your art -school sLin.
with 80 points of IQ located within...
The group combines real rock ’n
roll v. ith IsarCiISIII, tasteless humor and
retched guitar pla.sing at times to pros ide a breath of I resh niusical air.

"Its All Over \le
The Choralieis xx ill team up
with nem ly T1_110 other singers and
instrumentalists on Tuesday . ()cl.
13 to present "In Celebration -The United States Constitution,"
a must,. al esitaagama ot allAmerican music.
The concert will be held at
8:15 p.m. in the Music Building
Concert Hall. Admission is .
Sponsored by the S.ISI departments of MusiL and History.
the concert will leattne the tour
largest ensembles on campus, the
80-member concert choii . the 70member alumni chorale. the symphony orchestra and the sy niphonic band.
The program %%ill he highlighted by an arrangement of
"America the Beautiful conducted by Professor Robert Sayre
and performed by the concert
choir and the symphony orchestra.
Under the direction of the
newest SJSU faculty member Dr.
Daniel Hoggatt, the Alumni Chorale will then perform Howard
Hanson’s "Song of Democracy
The concert .11,4 v. ill once
again perform "Decp Ri% er and
"It’s All t)%ei \le" hefore the
Sy inphonic Band. diiected hy Dr.
Veinon Read \NM pl.e. ’Chester"
SLlitimam " \ inert hs
Call, We 11 lienrs I allinore and
"Variations on Ainericd. hy
I es.
CidThe (Mind I male
Mamie the coinehiation’ ss
ot osei 2511 musihined
cians tioni all tout ensembles
performing "Battle Hymn of the
Republic...

HALF-PRICE
Student Rush
TICKETS
,San Jose Cleveland
B ,1 LLET
presents

Three Diverse Ballets
On One Program!
"Les Sylphides"
(FOKINECHOPIN1

"Ontogeny"
\II wtiusA)
"Gaite Parisienne"
(mAssi oFFENHAcH)
FRI DAY
OCTOBER 9
8:00 PM

SATURDAY
OCTOBER 10
2:00 & 8:00 PM

SUNDAY
OCTOBER 11
2:00 PM

San Jose Center for the Pei:forming Arts
TICKETS REGULARLY $10.00 to $30.00
REDUCED TO

$5.00 to $15.00
Discount valid only at theatre box office one hour prior to
performance. Must present current student ID.
Limit two tickets per ID on availability basis.
FOR INFORMATION CALL
(408) 993-9531

